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THE INKWELL
Opinion
You have a voice: Use it
In the 70s, people at Armstrong
cared. They read their 15-cent
copies o f T he G reat S peckled B ird
and at least once got arrested
out of c lassrooms fo r ac tivism. To
paraphrase the zeitgeist-infused
1976 fil m "N etwork," th ey were
mad as hell, and they weren't going
to take it anymore.
Student activism is a long
standing tradition in times of
cultural upheaval. European
revolutions have been bolstered
by i t, and n ational h eadlines h ave
been made by it.
Students now rarely rally.

Professor Spotlight:
Jane Rago
To Jane Rago,. education is
more than a step in the staircase
to success — it's a wa y o f lif e,
one she's been encouraged to
pursue for as long as she can
remember; Re cently nam ed the
head of the Gender and Women's
Studies Program at Armstrong,
Rago wa s born Ju ly 5, 19 74 to
Linda an d Ro nald an d des cribes
her family as intellectually
curious and well-read.
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Forecast for Friday, April 13:
Sunny, with a high near 71.
Evening mostly clear,
with a low around 51.

Students dislodged for nine-daybreak
Administration considers housing policy standard practice
By Kimberleigh Beard
In an effort to ensure that
students living on campus
for the summer semester will
have clean, functioning rooms,
University Housing announced
that
residential
students
attending summer classes must
vacate their rooms from May 9 at
5 p.m. through May 18.
The move-out requirement is
an unpleasant surprise for many
students who are accustomed
to staying on campus during
the break between spring
and summer semesters. But,
according to Vice President
for Business and Finance
David Carson, the move-out
requirement is standard housing
practice.
"There is some confusion
about this being a new policy.
It's not," Carson said. "We've just
been relaxed on enforcing it. The
contract for spring semester ends
on May 8. If we allow students
to stay until summer semester
starts, they would be living free
for 10 days."
The newly enforced policy is
problematic for many students,
especially for those whose
permanent place of residence is
hours from Savannah.
"I have mixed feelings," said
Meagan Stachurski, a graduate
student. "I understand why they
would want to clean. However,
it is difficult for students to buy
storage units, move out all their
things and find a place to stay
for nine days. It's costly and an
annoyance. I live about fifteen
hours away. It's $400 a flight. I
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After their last final exam, most residential students are required to vacate their dorm-rooms in between spring and summer semester
for a nine-day period.

don't have $400 lying around."
In addition to students having
to pay moving expenses, housing
prices have also increased.
"Prices go up every year," said
Carson. "The prices are actually
down this year. They only went
up 3.5 percent in comparison to
5 percent last year. The money is
used to maintain the facilities."
Though housing rates did

indeed marginally increased for
the fall 2011 and spring 2012
semesters, summer rates have
doubled since 2011.
According to an Armstrong
2010-2011 housing agreement,
a four-bedroom, two-bath unit
with semi-private bathrooms
in Compass Point rented for
$1,082 during summer semester
2011. This year, according to

"We
work
with
the
international department and
the students," said Carson. "We
would try to find them a unit
quickly or a host family."
Assistant
director
for
International Education Kristen
Kastin is currently working to
accommodate
international
students as a result of the
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Music majors show
Pirate baseball sweeps USC
Aiken in Peach Belt Confrence what few hands can do
By Kate Ng

By Katie Balcom

Forecast for Saturday, April 14:
Sunny, with a high near 75.
Evening mostly clear,
with a low around 60.

Forecast for Sunday, April 15:
Sunny, with a high near 80.
Evening mo stly clear,
with a low around 63.

All weather information courtesy
ofNOAA

Clarification
In the April 5 issue of The Inkwell,
the Masquers photographs were
taken by Katherine Arntzen.
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University Housing's website,
the same unit now rents for
$2,284 over the summer.
With students from over 60
countries around the world
calling
Armstrong
home,
making
accommodations
for
international
students
has become a top priority
for University Housing and
Residence Life.
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No. 17 Armstrong faced No.
3-ranked USC Aiken in the
Peach Belt Conference April 7
and 8 and swept the series 3-0.
Senior Chandler Hall led the
Pirates in his strong effort on
the mound.
Hall controlled play April 7 as
he pitched a complete game —
his third of the season.
"I helped my team out with
my performance and had a great
defensive effort behind me,"
Hall said.
Hall pitched a four-hitter
against the PBC top-hitting
team USC Aiken, limiting the
Aiken offense to two runs —
one earned — during the first
game of the series.
Armstrong collected the first
win of the series 5-2 with the
help of Mike Barnhill's RBI
double in the bottom of the
second. Alex Frederick sealed
the win for the Pirates with his
RBI single in the seventh.
Armstrong and USC Aiken
completed the series April 8 in
double-header play.
The Pirates excelled at the
plate, taking charge over the
Pacers 7-1 at the end of the
second with the help of R.J
Dennard's cleanup triple. Drew
Walker contributed a threerun RBI double to break open
the tie in the sixth, followed by
Roberts' RBI single bulking up
the Pirates' runs 11-7.
Armstrong added an addition
run in the eighth to cap their
score at 12-7. USC Aiken then
followed with a rally to reach
within one point in the bottom

Photo by Vincent Haines

Armstrong left fielder Zach Taylor had three runs, two hits, three base-onballs at 11 at bats in the three-game series against USC Aiken April 7 and 8.

of the ninth 12-11.
Chess Malone (1-1) picked up
his first win as a reliever during"
game two pitching two-andtwo-thirds innings, allowing six
hits and four runs,
"I felt like my pitching was
subpar, but we fvon that's all that
matters," Malone said.
Ethan Badder collected the
last out for Armstrong, ending
the rally winning the second
game 12-11.
"I think the sweep will affect
us greatly," Badder said. "We
will push forward off of this win
and into the playoffs."
In the final game of the series,
Badder took command of the
mound, continuing from the
previous game, hurling for eight
innings and allowing only three
hits and two runs — one earned.
"I did well. I did what the
team needed me to do," Badder
said.
Armstrong's offense went to
work during the sixth of Cody
Powell's three-run RBI single

Stephen Primatic, director
of
Armstrong's
Percussion
Ensemble and professor of music,
led Zach Anderson, Federico
Foster, Brock McGarity, Stephen
Medlar, Cameron Reese, Robert
Saunder, Cory Shuman and Wade
Stephens during the ensemble's
performance April 5 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Fine Arts Hall auditorium.
A supporter of Armsttong's
music programs, University
President Linda Bleicken made a
point to treat herself to the night
of pure percussion.
"Last year, I came for a
performance, which included
the whole ensemble, and I
heard Super Mario, and that
was absolutely marvelous — 15
minutes of pure genius," Bleicken
said. "And so I expressed over
the last year many times to Dr.
Primatic about how much I had
enjoyed it, so he invited me to
join tonight, and so here I am. It's
great. I'm really excited. I like all
of our musical events, and I try to
attend as many as I can."
Numbers performed included

the "Overture for Percussion
Ensemble" by John Beck,
"Japanese
Impressions"
by
Anthony
Cirone,
"Dueling
Comedians"
by
Dimitri
Kabalevsky and arranged by
Stephen Primatic, "Concerto
for Timpani and Percussion
Ensemble" by John Beck, and
"Brazilian Myths" by Ney
Rosauro,
The event also featured an
original piece entitled "Puppet
Master," by senior and music'
major Wade Stephens.
Among the students in
attendance
was
freshman
engineering major Neil Parchuri
attended, who said that flyers
distributed around campus and
emails about the event made him
interested in attending the event.
"I haven't heard the percussion
grohp before, and I just wanted
to come and see what it's about,"
he said. "I enjoyed them all, but
I found the comedians dueling
the most entertaining. There was
showmanship and interaction
with the audience when the
musicians were going around the
stage with the xylophone."

capped off Barnhill and Casey
Maloney RBI singles in the
seventh. Armstrong completed
the sweep over USC Aiken 7-3.
Maloney collected three RBIs
and went five-for-nine on the
day.
"Anytime we can get a sweep
is good for the team," Maloney
said. "The guys around me
were hitting, and I kept my
confidence up at the plate.
"I think it will help us big
time. Anytime you can sweep
a team at that caliber, it will
always give us confidence."
Malone. returned to close out
the game in the ninth, earning
his first save.
"It will definitely help
because Aiken was leading our
half of the conference," Malone
said. "We swept them. It can't
hurt."
"It was a much needed
sweep," Hall said. "We have had
a few tough loses, and this will
Photo courtesy of Mario Incorvaia/AMT
give us the confidence to play
Armstrong's Precussion Ensemble performed in F ine Arts Auditorium
with anybody."
April 5.
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Tanner's Sports Corner: Sinning Saints
By Scott Tanner

The fallout from the Saints
stunning bounty case sends
a strong message to the
remainder of the NFL teams
— b ounties on players will not
be tolerated in any form or
fashion.
One idiot can ruin a party.
Then everybody has to deal
with the fallout. Then comes
a poor explanation, and
ultimately, someone has to take
the fall for the sins committed.
Sean Payton has taken the
fall in the case of the Saints;
although, he claims little
knowledge of the incident. As
of press-time, Payton must sit
out a full year as the coach, of
the Saints and forfeit millions
of dollars in salary. He will pay
for the sins of Gregg Williams
and the Saints' defense. Rest
assured, he'll be on'a network

Armchair quarterback and English major Scott Tanner is a writer and sports columnist for The Inkwell.
The information contained in his column is based on televised sporting events.
His views do not necessarily reflect those of The Inkwell editorial board.

playing the role as talking
head.
To any egg-head or parttime participant to the game
of football, the penalties seem
appropriate. People should be
punished for injuring people
for money. No player in his
right mind wants to injure
another player. They simply
want to hurt them. Karma
works in mysterious ways, and
the players know it.
Let me take a moment to
explain the difference between
injuring and hurting someone.
An injury could end a man's
career.
Hurting
someone
means giving them alligator
arms as they come across the
middle. Hit them hard enough
they remember v you r name.
Carting a player off of the field
on a stretcher would be an

injury. Ca va? Moving on.
To the passionate fan, the
bounty system is nothing new.
Listening to Greg Williams
plan an all-attack on the 49ers
could be shocking to some.
The same Williams' speech
can be heard in every pregame
speech across the country, no
matter what level.
Players know if someone
has a weakness, and they will
exploit it for a win. The line to
cross depends on the player.
ESPN analyst, Antonio Pierce,
called the speech "common
talk." In other words, the Saints
are not the only guilty party.
Pierce also said that he
respects Williams for his
intensity.
Who
wouldn't?
Players make thousands of
dollars off of their brutal hits.
It's part of the game.

Women's tennis wins
final home match
By Charlette Hall
The women's tennis team
had their last home match April
6 against Clayton State. The
Lady Pirates swept the doubles
and singles to win the overall
match 9-0 with two of the wins
coming from defaults due to two
unhealthy Lakers.
This match, made the Lady
Pirates 17-0 in overall play and
11-0 in conference play. With the
win, the No. 3-ranked team was
knotted the top of the Peach Belt
Conference. On April 7, the team
broke the tie for the title, with a
win against Flagler.
The team started out winning
both doubles matches. The No.
2-ranked pair of Aleksandra
Filipovska and Barbora Krtickova
defeated Clayton State's Jessica
Budd and Martina Dedaj 8-1.
The No. 10-ranked team,
Marlen
Hacke
and
Olga
Kalodzitsa came back from an
early 2-1 deficit to make easy
work of Marie Cecelletti and
Charlotte Fabricius, 8-2, at the
No. 2 doubles slot.
The singles matches also went
without a hitch. All the girls
defeated their opponents in two
sets, with the No. 6 single being
defaulted because of the Lakers'
five-player lineup.
No. 23 nationally ranked and
No. 3 Armstrong singles player
Kathleen Henry won her match in
a decisive fashion, notching a 6-1
victory. Since Henry is a senior,
this was her last home match of
her tennis career at Armstrong.
"I will miss everything about
playing here," Henry said. "It's
a great group of girls. They are
amazing. I spent most of my
college life with them. I would
say 80 percent of my time was
spent with the team. The coaches
and team made it a really great
experience for me."
The team arid the coaches are
not the only aspects of playing
tennis that Henry Will miss.

Courtesy of Sports Communication

Barbora Krtickova played against Clayton State's Jessica Budd and
Martina Dedaj, winning the overall match 8-1.

NFL Commissioner Roger
Goodel has opened a virtual
Pandora's Box with the Saints
penalty. He has to protect the
players, and that is understood.
But how do you control a game
that is essentially legalized
violence? You put in more
rules and fines until the game
is so diluted it will not be
recognizable.
Hardcore football fans have
already voiced their concerns
over the new, soft league. Of
course, they are not the ones
taking the hits. This is simply
an attempt to control careerending hits. Where does it
stop? Will there be other
incidents? The answer is it

doesn't. It can't. This is not the
last team that will be punished.
That is a safe bet, unlike my
last few picks.
I don't know where I come
down on the bounty program.
As a man who had his high
school football career cut short
due to the fact that his left side
would go numb after any good
hit, I believe that is truly part
of the game. I still can't turn
my head all the way to the left,
and the headaches are at times
unbearable.
It's a violent game, and you
know what you're signing up
for. We don't watch football
for the beauty of the game. We
watch for the hits.

Writing Center bids
farewell to Gamble 109
By Renee Nagy

Students
and
faculty
members were invited to the
Writing Center in room 109 of
Gamble Hall April 4 to celebrate
the center's long history at its
current location. Gamble Hall
is scheduled to be renovated at
the beginning of the summer
2012 semester, and the event
was to inform the Armstrong
body that the Writing Center
is temporarily moving to room
224 of Lane Library.
Students dropped by the
center to enjoy a wide selection
of food and beverages and bid
farewell to the old room. Several
faculty members were also in
attendance as well as most of
the Writing Center staff.
"I came today for the food,"
said Ashley Counts, a senior
criminal justice and political
science major. "But I'm always
here to use the computers
because most people are writing
their papers."
The Writing Center is an
important resource available

to students. With many tutors
on hand to help students with
their papers or other written
assignments, the student tutors
are. able to provide a fresh
perspective of a student's work.
"From a student's pointof-view, teachers can be
intimidating," said Counts,
who previously worked at the
Writing Center in the past. "You
come here if you have problems
with grammar or organization.
All the tutors are also students,
so they know your pain because
they are writing papers just
like you, not dissertations and
theses like your professors."
Writing Center tutors often
enjoy helping fellow students
with their papers.
"It is really refreshing when
you can help someone who is
really trying, like nontraditional
students are rusty on their
grammar," Counts said.
Writing Center
director
Deborah Reese said tutoring
services will not change after
the center moves. Students
will always be able to make an
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"The New Orleans Saints because I'm
from Mobile, Ala., and I have family in
New Orleans."

Je'Neki Riggins-Herzfeld,
freshman,
theater

"I don't really have a favorite."
Preston Hal!,
sophomore,
communications<

meters

"Probably San Francisco Giants because
I'm from California. I've liked them since
I was a kid."

Laura Woli
sophomore,
nursing

WRITINGj PAGE 6

then we will have some time off
where we will d p some training.
We are prepared to fight hard at
nationals. With how hard we are
working, we are looking to come
away successful."
Teammate and doubles partner
Clara Perez echoed Henry's
statements.
"I think our goal is to win
nationals," she said. "We are
working hard every day, and we
play hard every day, so hopefully
we will win."
Perez has seen nothing but
success since being a part of the
power-house tennis program as a
freshman.
"I feel really lucky to play for
this team," she said. "The coaches
and my teammates treat me really
good. I learn new things every
day. Playing for a team like this is
something that everyone should
experience."

Open house encourages
graduate studies at Armstrong

family close by.
"I might go home to five in
India
or go stay with my aunt
FROM PAGE 1
who lives in Savannah," said
newly enforced housing policy Pradat Rungta, a sophomore
announcement.
mechanical engineering major
"Because new students are from New Dehli. "I have received
always coming in and with emails from Kristin. She's a very
different circumstances, Housing nice lady, but I wouldn't have a
and the Office of International problem with the move."
Education are in constant
State-side students without a
communication," she said. "I have place to stay or who are obligated
sent- out emails and spoke with to work are also in need.
students if they have come into
"It bothers me on the grounds
the office. I have self-imposed that some people don't have a
a deadline for them to tell me if place to go in the space between
they will need assistance with the summer and spring semester,"
said
Jordan
Hunnicut,
a
move."
Some international students sophomore engineering major.
are fortunate enough to have "I live five hours away north of

Adanta, and I just recently got
a job, and I don't have a place to
stay other than what they provide,
and if they are denying me of that,
I really have no place to go."
Housing recendy sent an email
stating that some students may
qualify to be exempt from the
move out. However,' students
who may qualify for exemption
may still have to pay an daditional
fee of $160 along with what they
are already paying for summer
housing to stay during the break
between semesters.
"There are expenses associated
with those extra days that are not
included in the spring or summer
contracts," Carson said.
Along with cpncerris about

added expenses and places to go,
the mandatory move-out date
being scheduled during finals
week will cause many students
to have to pack during hours that
they would normally devote to
studying.
"After I pack up all my things,
my aunt is going to rent a truck
and help me move," said Teneshia
Head, a second-year English
major. "I will probably have to
start packing during the exam
week."
However, some students are
considering purchasing storage
units to house their belongings.
"I'm going to try to pack early
and try to get storage, so that I
won't have to drive four hours and

I

"What's your favorite sports
team to follow and why?"

You don't agree? I put my ideas out there publicly.
You should, too. Hit me up on twitter @tannersports.

"I will definitely miss the
completion because I am a
competitive person at heart,"
Henry said.
The tennis program has been
so successful for nearly a decade,
and Henry got the chance to
contribute to the program's
success with her four years on the
team.
"It's a great feeling to be a part
of something so successful," she
said. "It's an advantage because I
had a great experience and great
opportunities playing at a higher
level like this."
With only a few more matches
left in the regular season, the team
is looking forward to postseason
play.
"I think that we have prepared
ourselves," Henry said. "We
have a few more matches left.
We are going to focus on the
conference tournament, and

Housing

Campus
Voices

Armstrong range from history to
criminal justice to middle grade
Armstrong
hosted
their education.
Graduate Studies Open House in
Blockum also said because of
the Armstrong Center Ballroom great teachers and a great school,
April 5 as an opportunity for students will receive a great
students to gain insight on education — a n idea stressed by
programs offering assistance the coordinators of the openadvancing
professional
and house event, which highlighted
academic careers.
some key reason to enroll in
The event attracted former graduate programs.
Armstrong
student
Victoria
"There are two important
Blockum who graduated with a benefits,"
said
Christopher
bachelor's degree in health science. Hendricks, professor of history.
"I love the activities and "One, the programs will promote a
programs that come along with well-rounded individual, and two,
attending, which is why I'm it will help get you a job."
interested in obtaining a master's
degree here," she said.
To see the rest of this story, visit
Graduate
programs
at
ThelnkwellOnline.com.
By Steven Macias

come right back," said Ivy Torres,
a third-year education major.
Students taking exams after 5
p.m. May 8 are advised to notify
housing to ensure they will be
given enough time to move out.
"For the most part, people
will be done on Tuesday by 5,"
Carson said. "If they have any
other circumstances, they should
contact Housing and discuss it
with them."
The move-out requirement
may also be applied to other
breaks in future semesters.
"Between summer and the
fall, s ome students may want to
move back in or live with other
roommates, so it can be a similar
situation," Carson said.

"The Atlanta Braves because of their
winning streak back in the'90s. I
started watching, and I never stopped."

Taylor Hall,
sophomore,
economic

The Saints because the Falcons aren't
that good. I'm a Georgia boy, but the
Falcons just aren't that good."

Martin Campbell,
freshman,
engineering

"Just college softball in general. I've
always played softball.This is the first
year I haven't"

RoxanneRhiner,
freshman,

Opinions and Editorials
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America's space act about to lift-off to spectacular new future
By Sens. Kay Bailey Hutchison
and Bill Nelson

MCT

Recently a group of Cub
Scouts visited the Johnson
Space Center in Houston. The
youngsters had a memorable
adventure, riding on a Lunar
Rover
model,
scrambling
around in a mock-up space
capsule and quizzing retired
astronauts about living in zero
gravity.
At one point, one of the
boys asked, "Why has America
given up on space flight?" The
answer, of course, is that we're
not giving up on space flight.
, This Cub Scouts question
illustrates the need to call
attention
to
America's
exciting plans for human
space
exploration.
We
particularly need to capture
the imaginations of our young
people, if they are to aspire to
be the scientists and explorers
of the future.
The priorities that Congress
and
the
White
House
established in the landmark
2010 NASA Authorization
Act set an achievable, longrange plan for America to

write the next great chapter
in space exploration and to
create exciting new commercial
ventures in low-Earth orbit.
The NASA bill was enacted
with strong, bipartisan support
and was followed last year by
White
House-congressional
agreement on a responsible
funding plan that set three
priorities: (1), moving forward
with the new heavy-launch
rocket
and
Orion
crew
capsule needed for deep space
exploration; (2), completing the •
James Webb Space Telescope,
which will replace the amazing
Hubble Space Telescope; and
(3), partnering with private
space companies on new
vehicles to transport astronauts
and cargo to the International
Space Station.
If we are to move forward, we
must avoid a false competition
between our long-range space
exploration goals — th e moon,
Mars and beyond — and
commercialized ferrying of
cargo and crew members to the
space station.
In fact, both programs
are
essential.
Assisting
development of commercial
space capabilities "will eliminate

* *

Red Huber/Orlando Sentinel/MCT

An Atlas V rocket blasts ofF on Nov. 26, 2011, from Cape Canaveral, Fla.,
carrying a rover bound for Mars.

America's reliance on the
Russian Soyuz system for crew
transportation to low-Earth
orbit, while developing our
next generation heavy-launch
capability is a necessity if we
are to expand space exploration
beyond Earth, to Mars and
beyond.
Space exploration is not

Medication isn't for everyone
By Brittany Cook

In Atlanta, there's a guy who
frequently talks to me about
chickens and healthy eating and
how growing your own food
and owning your own chickens
cannot only save money but save
your life, which, honestly, may be
good advice.
However, in the next breath,
he tells me how the government
is trying to poison people and
systematically lowering
the
populace's intelligence levels
through drinking water — he
only drinks through a special
water bottle that has two filters.
He never leaves home without
at least two gas masks and one
of his pistols. In addition, he
also believes the government is
covering up food shortages and,
of course, the moon landing is
undoubtedly a hoax. This man
is known and adored by many as
the "Chicken Whisperer." To me,
he's my uncle.
As much as I love him, it's
sometimes hard to take him
seriously when he goes on his
tirades about the government.
Honestly, sometimes I think the
man is downright crazy. Mostly,
my family just rolls their eyes and
tunes it all out, but sometimes this
man can hit the truth — and hit it
hard.
However, when my beloved
uncle starts ranting to me about
pills and doctors, I tend to listen.
While I don't agree with 99 percent
of the things that he says, I do
agree with him on this, and that is
that our society is so dependent —
too dependent — on medications
I wonder how it ever functions
properly. We are
extremely
overmedicated.
Now, I am not some hipster who
uses herbal cure for my illnesses..I
am not a vegan or a vegetarian,
and I don't eat only organic or
natural foods.
Mostly, people know me as a
doughnut-eating, diabetic junkie
who randomly asks people to
shoot her up in class, a restaurant
or really just anywhere just so she
can get her sugar fix.
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inexpensive. But the money
America has spent on its space
program has proven to be a
wise investment.
Scientific advances for our
space program have opened up
revolutionary improvements
in medicine, communications,
weather
forecasting
and
national security and defense

intelligence.
identifying
the
strongest
Space technology has led private firms
at the earliest
to entire industries that today opportunity such that NASA's
employ millions of Americans, precious resources are focused
such
the
satellite-based on ending our reliance on the
communication,
navigation Russians for transportation to
and defense industries. It the space station as quickly as
has introduced hundreds of possible. The cost would be less
products, from micro-chip and the returns greater.
technology to MRI cancer
It's vital that NASA remain
detection equipment, which committed to our national
we now take for granted. One space exploration plan. If we
might easily ask if we can afford reconfigure our priorities every
NOT to invest in space, risking few years, we will not reach
that America would lose the our goals. Postponing our
next technological advances long-range space exploration
that produce the jobs for the . program would be a terrible
future.
mistake, no less than remaining
Even so, every penny we dependent on Russia to move
spend must be invested wisely — our crew members to the space
especially in today's economic station.
environment. Developing a
In spite of the very real fiscal
private space vehicle capable challenges we face, the United
of putting a crew capsule into States can —and must — support
orbit and docking with the ISS the innovative space program
presents significant challenges.
that assures .continuation of 50
NASA is currently funding years of leadership in space.
four
potential
commercial
crew
providers.
Moving
Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchinson
forward, NASA needs to is a Republican from Texas. Sen.
focus its investment on only Bill Nelson is a Democrat from
those providers that are likely Florida. Readers may write to
to be able to provide crew them at 284 Senate Russell Office
transportation services by 2017. Building,
Washington,
D.C.
NASA
should
consider 20510.

You have a voice: Use it

Brittany Cook is the copy editor of
The Inkwell. She can be reached at
Copy. Inkwell@gmail.com.

normally given to Type 1 diabetics
and the oral insulin pill normally
given to Type 2.
I found it funny that although
I've hated needles my whole life,
I found them easier to take than
the pills that turned my stomach.
On the pills, I couldn't eat
anything without it revisiting me.
Sometimes, they made me so sick
I couldn't lift m y head, much less
walk or pay attention in class.
Now, as my life is tied to these
medications, I can hardly just
stop taking them. Thankfully, I
no longer have to take the oral
insulin. However, later I found
that the FDA declared that these
types of pills increase the risk of
Shane Keyser/Kansas City Star
bladder cancer. Why take one pill
So why listen to me?
to cure one disease only to have
Before I was diagnosed with that pill cause another?
Type 1 diabetes in January of 2011
,
Today, we use pills for
I had no doctors, no medications everything. Get a headache
to take, and out of everyone in my — take a pill. That pill causes
family, I was the least sick. Even diarrhea — take a different pill.
though my mom, dad and younger Follows constipation ' — take
brother together consume nearly another pill. It's an endless cycle
20 pills daily, they would allget sick of pills and side effects and more
while I remained quite healthy.
pills.
Now I see six different doctors
As children, we were taught
— with the promise of more on the a spoon full of sugar makes
way — take four oral medications, the medicine go down, but as a
two types of insulin, and endure result, our society now associates
at least nine shots a day, and I am pills with candy.
constantly sick I spend more time
What's worse is the constant
out of class because of sickness bombardment of advertisements
than I do in.
from drug companies, which
Now you could say my being promotes the feeling that drugs
sick all the time is the result are a normal, everyday thing. In
of — well, my sickness — but fact, just in the hour I've been
I disagree. Most of the time writing this, 12 commercials for
when I was sick, my blood sugar various drugs have aired.
was within normal range. The
Everybody wants a magicallittle
problem: side effects. Not to pill to make all their pain go away.
mention the gripping nightmares No one likes to be uncomfortable.
that accompany my nighttime But the truth is it doesn't exist. As
insulin cause unrestful sleep and a society, we need to learn to deal
unnerve me.
with our aches and pains without
When the doctors sent me resorting to unnatural chemicals
home from the hospital, they had designed to alleviate one illness
yet to determine which type of and possibly result in another.
diabetes I had — I th ought it was
I'm not trying to say that no
obvious, but I was outvoted. It was medications are necessary, but if
then I learned doctors don't always we learn to deal with minor aches
know the answer, and they aren't on our own and live healthier lives,
always ri ght. My doctor sent me maybe we won't need those little
home with both the insulin shots pellets any more-
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Students protest education cuts during President Obama's visit to Savannah in February 2010.

The Inkwell editorial board
In the '70s, people at
Armstrong cared. They read
their 15-cent copies of The Great
Speckled Bird and at least once
got arrested out of classrooms
for activism. To paraphrase
the zeitgeist-infused 1976 film
"Network," they were mad as
hell, and they weren't going to
take it anymore.
Student activism is a long
standing tradition in times of
cultural upheaval. European
revolutions have been bolstered
by it, and national headlines have
been made by it.
Students now rarely rally.
Almost
two
years
ago
Armstrong students demonstrated
along Abercorn Street against
tuition increases and funding
cuts to the University System of
Georgia. It didn't solve much, but
the process of venting frustration
is an important one to the student
society, one that is we don't really
see anymore.

There's a lot of complacency
in the student body. When
it comes to national issues,
students talk a lot about
Trayvon Martin. That's not
to say that Martin's case isn't
important, but mob mentality
in the face of a functioning
legal system isn't as important
as corruption when the mob is
the one hurling accusations.
Students did speak out for
Kony 2012, but the problem
there is that they are protesting
a ghost of a man, someone
immune to protestation.
But even these protests, which
have a presence around the
country, don't have a functional
existence at Armstrong. ,
' The problem, in short, is
that students have no problem
standing up for issues that have
nothing to do with them, but
the student body really doesn't
defend its own interests.
No one organized against The
Galley, or Campus Housing or
anything else. There are issues

File Photo

with the smoking ban. There are
issues with CAT transportation
to campus. Students have griped
a lot about these issues lately
but rarely make signs and stand
outside of President Bleicken's
office.
Now Armstrong has a freespeech zone for people with
opinions, so The Inkwell is
not actually endorsing student
activity at an administrator's
door. But it's not uncommon for
the students to gossip and whine.
When did these lamenting
parties last organize a protest?
The editors of The Great
Speckled Bird didn't get their
offices firebombed
so that
students would waver in standing
up for what is important. That
paper subjectively covered issues
that its editors thought were
important to shed light upon. It
gave people a perspective that
they could stand on.
It's about time Armstrong
students decided to stand up for
something again.

Letter"y to the editor

The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All
submissions must be 350 words or fewer and must be signed. Send
your letter to Chief.lnkwell@gmail.com. The Inkwell reserves the
right to edit for grammar, spelling and style.
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Opinions expressed by columnists, letter writers or cartoonists do
not necessarily reflect the views of The Inkwell editorial board.
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Radical throwbacks
This is the second part of a two-part top 10 list. Our list may not be as conventional as every
other list, but you'll get over it. We picked these games because we like them.
By Justin Murray
and David Bailey
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6 — "M ega Man 2"
This game is on a few "top"
lists out there. It is the bestselling "Mega Man" title with
over one million copies sold.
This is a very hard game.
Gamers have to be very precise
when playing it. It's frustrating
at times, and it's the only one of
the series I owned.
You are Mega Man, and it's
your job to defeat Dr. Wiley, an
evil robot builder. Players have
to work their way through eight
of his evil robots to get to him
— I n ever made it.
Each robot has a unique
weapon that once defeated,
can help you defeat a different
robot. There was a certain
order players could beat them
to make it easier but I was too
young to figure that out, and
by the time I was a "Nintendo
Power" subscriber, The Super
Nintendo •
Entertainment
System had taken over, and no
one was talking about "Mega
Man 2" much anymore.
One thing that always struck
me as odd was that on the cover
of "Mega Man 2," it showed
Mega Man holding a gun. Fans
of any of the games in the series
know he has an arm cannon.
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For newbs, his gun is attached
to his arm. Even at a young age,
I can remember looking at the
screen really hard, thinking, "I
don't think he's holding a gun.
Who drew this cover?"
Regardless, it's a cool game,
and now it's available for the
iPhone. Yes, I have it.

5 - "Bad Dudes"
It's the spirit of this
monstrosity that makes it a
worthy entry on my top 10.
"Bad Dudes" is the game
you're thinking about when
you imagine yourself battling a
horde of ninjas in the grocery
store when your mom tells
you to calm the hell down and
shakes her head in that I'mnot-angry-just-disappointed

kind of way.
It's nonsensical. It's stupid,
and it's based on an arcade
game nobody remembers. But
are you a bad enough dude
to slog your way through a
crowd of homicidal, presidentkidnapping ninja warriors?
Put John McClaine to shame
and go for those healthreplenishing soda cans. You're
going to need them for the
morbidly obese, fire-breathing
circus performer masquerading
as the first stage boss.

4 - "Dr: Mario"
It always seemed to me like
this was Mario's take on Tetris.
Pretty much, multicolored pills
fall from the sky, and gamers
have to make them fall on

"viruses" that just looked like
colored boogers.
Players match the capsules to
the virus of the same color. If
the viruses are eliminated, you
win. If t he pills get stacked too
high, then the game is over —
much like Tetris.
Looking back, it seems
strange there was a game aimed
towards children with such an
emphasis on prescription drugs,
like we should be playing with
them or something. Weird. The
music in this game is annoying
as crap. But whoever wrote
it did a great job of making it
catchy.
Just thinking about it now
has one of those annoying
tunes stuck in my head. The
game is pretty much on the list

not because I was a huge fan of
it but because my mom was.
This was a game that she and I
played together growing up.
In fact, it was the only game.
Once when I couldn't sleep, she
got up with me in the middle of
the night and played a round of
Dr. Mario with me. The game is
not crazy memorable to me, but
that late night with my mom is
and will stick With me forever.
Thanks, Mom.

Gamers play as a spaceship
blasting out the insides of a
gigantic space monster that
seems to have swallowed you
whole. If you like jboss fights,
this game will scratch that itch
in ways you never imagined.
You actually fight a gigantic
brain with segmented arms and
a giant, bulging eye — the eye is
the weak spot. Remember that.
The best feature of all, though,
has to be the music.
The first
10 seconds of
the intro level's soundtrack
makes me want to run across
a playground with my arms
stretched
out
screaming,
"BIZOOOOO."
A true classic and a game that
will always make you smile and
think to yourself, "Nintendo."
Radical throwbacks is a column
written by Justin Murray and
David Bailey, two classic video
game enthusiasts. Their views
do not necessarily reflect those
of The Inkwell editorial board.

3 - "Lifeforce"
What a great example of the
shoot'em up genre. This game
always takes me back to the local
video rental shack — Michael's
Video World. I still have
nightmares of the "Ghoulies"
movie poster on the wall.

To check out the top two
throwback games, log on to
TheInkwellOnline.com
Check their blog for
gaming reviews at
okaygamer,tumblr.com

more

Think music
Think music is a column by music enthusiast Christian Mosely, a sophomore majoring in applied
mathematics at Armstrong. His views do not necessarily reflect those of the editorial board.
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Courtesy of New York natives Fun.

New York natives Fun. — "Some Nights"
Pop-rock/lndie

Alternative/Indie

****

*****
A senior album release is a big
one for any artist because at this
point a musical project will have
already lost or gained fans and
may have even reached its peak in
popularity.
For The Shins, all their releases
seem to go on timelessly. That
being said, "Port of Morrow,"
The Shins' fourth full length
and senior album, may leave a
confounded look on any fan's
face. However, we all have surely
heard at least two or three tracks
already, and putting a number or
label on this album just does not
seem right.
"Port of Morrow" is yet
another fantastic release by lead
songwriter James Mercer and
the boys of The Shins. They have
what I call a perfect song writing
formula, which they continue
tweaking from album to album.
They are distinctive - yet
different from
song to song
and always know how to put
together a collection of tracks
that complement one another
well. These qualities make for
outstanding pieces or art not in
just three or four tracks but in
an entire album. You will find
yourself listening to the entire
album that is "Port of Morrow"

and never skipping a track.
I do however — as always —
favor a few tracks such as "Bait
and Switch," "No Way Down" and
"40 Mark Strasse" but give me
another week, and I could come
up with another set of favorites.
My favorites are not just based
on the feel of the song but where
I may be in this crazy world and
how Mercer's lyrical splendor
strikes me.
Mercer's lyrics are unmatched
to anyone in this day in age. H is
words flow with prolific wonder
and wrap their fingers around
that inner childlike imagination
we all wish to have again. From
a literary standpoint, Mercer
upholds a romantic and fantastic
style as distinctive as the music.
In the album's single "Simple
Song," he compares himself to
"an upturned boat marooned on
a cliff" while comparing his lost
love to "an ocean warmed by the
sim." This symbolism alone make
for a delightful yet profound
listen.
I am completely in love with
this album, and I do not see
myself parting with it any time
soon. This will for sure be the
ultimate set of summer anthems
for me this year.

\COMMUNICATION

STUDY

It has been four years since a
rock band has hit No. 1 on the
billboard hot 100, but there is hope
behind the looming shadows of
the drab faux-musicians filling in
the fatty charts. New York natives
Fun. has climbed the totem pole
and reached No. 1 with their
single "We Are Young" and has
maintained it since early March.
But how isthe rest ofthe album?
"Some Nights" is F un's second
full-length and was released late
February of this year. It only took
one week for the single to reach
No. 1. That casts quite a shadow for
the rest of the tracks onthe album.
The genre is essentially p op-rock,
but despite the digital sharpness
of the production, the band has
created quite a raw set ofsongs.
The album begins with a quiet
theatrical piano and an opera
singer — quite the mood setter.
As the first track continues you
hear the ghost of Queens Freddie
Mercury through the golden pipes
of lead singer Nate Ruess, former
vocalist of The Format.
The
dynamics
of
the
introduction alone gave me goose
bumps. The track builds into a
final fanfare and dies off wi th an
applause. This sets a predominant
theatrical mood, which I feelIs the

overall theme of the album.
Fun., then, hits listeners with
an immediate anthem of the
self-titled track. Engaging vocal
harmonies and deep afro-pop
influenced drums will m ake you
jump up and say,"Yes."
The album then leads listeners
through a set of eclectic, dynamic
and theatrical tracks. Each song is
different from the next. The song
writing is refreshing and the lyrics
are balanced by profound catch
phrases that stick. Tracks like "It
Gets Better" and "All Alone" are
colorful and memorable.
The production is a little too
choppy for my taste, but the
fantastic programming done by
producer Jeff Bhasker who is
known for his credits on Kanye
West's "808s and Heartbreaks," is a
pretty good compensation.
Tracks like "All Alone" are
no doubt heavily influenced by
Bhasker. The song starts with a
harpsichord then transitions into
a borderline Run DMC breakbeat.
His insight only added a greater
display of originality to the album.
All in all Fun. made a great piece
of work with "Some Nights" The
songs show seasoned talent and
are a breath of fresh air for the
billboard charts.
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ASAP Rocky — "Live Love Purple"
Rap/Hip Hop

**
For artist ASAP Rocky, the
road to fame has been a rough
one so far. The Harlem-born
23-year-old dealt with the
imprisonment of his father,
the death of his brother, and
he spent half of his childhood
in a shelter.
After * all
of
those
experiences, ASAP decided to
take his music seriously at a
very young age.
His newest mixtape "Live
Love Purple" was released
just two weeks ago and shows
some promise considering no
multi-million dollar producer
was involved.
The music is indeed raw
and some of the beats get
pretty catchy.
One thing to keep in mind
while listening is the infancy
of his talents. ASAP has yet
to make a full length — but
is rumored to be in contract
with Sony — and has only
been releasing mixtapes for a
year.
He does show progress in
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4PM, 5PM, 6PM, & 7PM

16

Monday

1PM, 2PM, 5PM, & 6PM

13

Friday

2PM, 3PM, 4PM, & 5PM

17

Tuesday

9AM, 10AM, 4PM, & 5PM

18
19
20

his flow and his lyrics. He
sticks to his theme, which is
this trippy low-tempo, lowpitched flow that does not
require speedwwy rhymes but
clever catch phrases.
The music is nice to chill
on, but most of the beats are
choppy, redundant and not
very noteworthy.
The choppiness is part of
the theme but should not be
prevalent in every song. Paul
Wall is featured in a remix
of a song included on his
previous mixtape known as
"Purple Swag." I think it is the
best song on the mixtape and
is quite catchy. I always find
myself playing it.
ASAP has a long way to
go but shows promise. I just
pray he stays true to his style
and does not chase the oneringtone-hit wonders like
most rap artists today do.
I look forward to his fulllength, but as for now his
mixtapes only feature two to
three decent tracks.

Wednesday
1PM, 2PM, 5PM, & 6PM
Thursday
9AM, 10AM. 1PM, 4PM. & 5PM
Friday
2PM, 3 PM, 4PM, & 5PM

The following dates and times are scheduled for the final part of my April communication study. If you could please forward/announce to you students or any individual you think might be interested in participating
it would be very helpful. For those who are giving credit for participating in research, this study will be worth 90 minutes (50 actual minutes of testing). Anyone using SONA to certify participation, let your students
know the study is listed as Interpersonal Communication Scale (part 2). Participants for this study will also be entered in the drawing for $250.00 to be given awayafter the study is complete.
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^lamR 0 ' Sp ° t ^!' t ,s 0 se r ' es that takes an in-depth look at how Armstrong professors got their start.
90 is an instructor of English and the director of the Gender and Women's Studies program.

By Kerry Junco

To Jane Rag0i

ed

"She
is
tremendously
invested in her students,"
Anderson said.
Many
students
share
Anderson's
sentiment.
Given
exceedingly
high
scores on the ever-growing
Ratemyprofessor.com — as
well as the much coveted
hot-teacher chili pepper —
students have described her
as passionate, unique and
engaging.
"[Rago is] responsible for
my interest in women's studies,
as well as in writing," said
Armstrong sophomore Jess
Brannen, a current student of
Rago's intro-level gender and
women's studies class.
"I've learned how to be a
smarter, more critical human
being. Dr. Rago has been the
most influential professor in
my time here at Armstrong."
On top of her' recently
acquired
promotions and
accolades — sh e was awarded
the 2010 Dorothy Golden
Award
for
consistently
exceeding standards — Rago
welcomed another prize to
her home, her six-month-old
daughter Osa.
"Being a mom is torturous
and great," Rago said.
Her husband, Scott Griffin,
is the stay-at-home parent
according to Rago, thanks to
his flexible work schedule as
an artist. But Rago said she
isn't getting off any easier.
"I envy him, that time with
her," she said. "Plus, I'm on a
tight feeding schedule with
her, on top of grading 100
papers and instructing classes.
It's a lot of work."
Despite the danger of
becoming overwhelmed, Rago
professes her love for every
part of her life. She sees her
career as a professor as a selfish
gefierosity.
"I give students the tools
they need to go out into the
real world, cut through the
bull and be your definition of a
good person," she said. "I want
•my students to be brilliant."

,

' m0" th™ • »op in the
staircase to success — it',,
way of life, one she's been
encouraged to pursue for as
long as she can remember.
Recently named the head
of the Gender and Women's
Studies at Armstrong, Rago
describes
her
family as
intellectually curious.
1 hough not every member
ot her family achieved the
same level of academic success
as Rago, she described them
all as constantly reading.
In particular, she said her
grandmothers inspired her
to escape to writing. Rago
describes the difficulty her
grandmother
encountered
after marriage.
"She
was
Italian
an
immigrant living in New
York, with a job as a designer
for Macy's," Rago said, "After
she got married, she wasn't
even allowed to drive."
Rago said neither of her
grandmothers received higher
th^n a high school education,
and because of this, they were
adamant about ensuring her
independence.
Both her mother Linda — a
horticulturist and writer —
and father Ronald, a retired
Environmental
Protection
Agency agent, also encouraged
Rago to make the most of her
education.
But she was an outspoken
youth, making high school
somewhat
difficult.
Her
parents enrolled her in a
highly structured Catholic
school. Not only was she
constantly in trouble for
sneaking cigarette breaks
between classes, she spent
her entire summer after
graduation
performing
manual labor on the school
grounds to make up for
detentions she was unable to
serve during the school year.
"It was an anti-intellectual
environment," Rago said

Photo by Vincent Haines

Professor Jane Rago discusses the novel "Little Bee" with her English 1102 class April 10.

She glowed with amused Antioch is arguably the most
embarrassment
as
she liberal school in the country,
recounted a time she was has what some would call an
invited to perform a reading unusual curriculum.
at the school's chapel. Her
Rago spent her college
instructors expected a Bible years alternating between
verse, but she instead recited three to six months of onthe lyrics to the teen-angst- campus learning and three
filled song, "Dear God" by to six months living in an
XTC.
unfamiliar place, in what the
With lines like "If there's school called "co-op's."
one thing I don't believe in,
"The only rule was that you
it's you," Rago said she was had to go somewhere you
lucky to escape
had never been
"I wanted to be a before and get
with only a few
detentions.
neuroscientist/' she said. a job," she said
"They
wanted
unpleasant her "I wanted to know why us to experience
high school We are the way we are, different ways of
life."
RaPgonen dways and I thought it must be
It was on her
first co-op to
knew she would
in the brain."
go to college.
Savannah that
"In my family, it was less Rago said she fell in love with
a question of will you go to the city.
college and more a question of
The
experiences
she
where will you go to college," received from her real-world
she said.
adventures enlightened Rago
Her announcement to to her personal philosophy on
pursue her degree at Antioch education.
College came as a slight shock
"Classroom experience and
to her parents though, because real world experience — th at's

what makes you educated,"
she said.
Despite
the
undeniable
influence education had on
her life, Rago said she was
never interested in teaching
until she reached college.
"I
wanted
to
be
a
neuroscientist," she said. "I
wanted to know why we are
the way we are, and I thought
it must be in the brain."
After studying at Antioch,
however, she began to see
that social construction held
much more authority over a
layperson's life. She attributes
this largely to her history of
jazz professor, Steve Schwerner.
"We got to sit around and
listen to jazz, and he showed
us these moments of profound
beauty in resistance," Rago said.
Schwerner put his own
personal experiences into his
lessons, and that's what made
them memorable for Rago. He
even told the class about the
lynching of his brother during
the Civil Rights movement.
"Him telling that story
resonated deeply, with me,"

Rago said.
From that point on, her
college
extracurriculars
involved classes on how
to peacefully resist arrest
and handcuffing herself to
former New York mayor Rudy
Giuliani's front gate.
On
breaks
from
her
activism, Rago still found
herself deeply in love with
the pursuit of knowledge,
and after graduating from
Anfioch in 1996, she received
her
master's
from
the
University of Chicago and
her Ph.D. froih West Virginia
University.
After teaching at Shepherd
University, a small liberal
arts college, she decided she
wanted to teach somewhere
with a more diverse student
body. It was, and still is, the
student body that draws Rago
to Armstrong so strongly, as
well as the faculty, which she
describes as some of the best
she has ever worked with.
The feeling is mutual,
according to Lane Library's
Jewell Anderson.

A look back at 'Grindhouse/ a sleazy good time
By Todd Perkins
Quentin Tarantino and Robert
Rodriguez are two of the most
popular filmmakers
working
today, both of whom got their
start working on successful
independent films
during the
early '90s. Rodriguez released "El
Mariachi," which led to two more
sequels, while Tarantino became
a cult icon for his films "Reservoir
Dogs" and "Pulp Fiction."
After the duo collaborated on
the films "Four Rooms" and "From
Dusk 'til Dawn," they teamed up
for "Grindhouse." Released April
6, five years ago, this fantastically
sleazy salute to the exploitation
flicks of the '60s and '70s opened
to rave reviews from critics and
disappointing box office results.
The movie was distributed to
theaters as a double feature, and at
three-hours-and-11-minutes long,
it may have been too much for
audiences to handle.
First up was Rodriguezs Planet
Terror," a homage tothe old zombie
and killer virus films, about a
deadly gas that turns innocent
bystanders into mindless ghouls
in a small Texas town. Shot in the
style of an '80s John Carpenter
movie, "Terror" features plenty
of t hrills and scares, eerie techno
music, and a plentiful amount of
blood and guts.
Starring Rose McGowan as
a go-go dancer named Cherry
Darling who eventually winds
up with a machine gun for a leg,
the entire cast make the best out
of a wide variety of outlandish
characters.
Michael Biehn and Jeff Fahey
are
hilariously
entertaining
as rival brothers in constan
argument over a sacred barbecu
recipe. Josh Brolin is particularly
effective asa doctor who goes ov
the edge when he realizes his wife

Silver screen

Self Storage 101

5 out of 5 killer cars
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Directed by Robert Rodriguez and Eli Roth
Starring Kurt Russell, Rose McGowan and Danny Trejo
Produced by Dimension Films, Big Talk Productions and Dartmouth International
Rated R for strong graphic blood violence and gore, pervasive language, some
sexuality, nudity and drug use.
is about to leave him for another
woman. The action sequences are
over-the-top and are so sick and
elaborate it is impossible not to
have fun.
The second half of the double
feature is Tarantino's "Death •
Proof)' starring Kurt Russell as
Stuntman Mike. Russell, best
known for playing tough guys like
Snake Plissken in "Escape from
New York" and R.J. MacReady
in "The Thing," is at his coolest
playing the devilish stuntman who
gets off killing innocent, young
women with his 1971 black Chevy
Nova.
Though the initial set up
is slow, the film kicks into
overdrive once the action
finally starts 40 minutes in.
Russell is incredibly likable and
threatening
simultaneously,
which makes his lethal turn all
the more unsettling.
The car chase sequences are
some of the best ever put on
film, making use of authentic
stunts rather than relying on
CGI. Everything is real, which is
in large part due to the amazing
stunt work by Zoe Bell who
plays herself in the film. One
sequence in particular, in which

Zoe is holding onto the hood
of a car going 200 mph as she's
pursued by Stuntman Mike, is
jaw dropping.
For added effect, Rodriguez
and Tarantino 'age' their
films by adding scratches and
discoloration in editing and even
insert missing reels in between
scenes. As an added bonus, fake
trailers are shown in between the
two films made by such directors
as Rob Zombie ("The Devil's
Rejects"), Edgar Wright ("Shaun
of the Dead") and Eli Roth
("Hostel").
This is a fun treat for any film
fan with any appreciation for
the grimy, low-budget horror
movies that have influenced so
many individuals working in
Hollywood today. It is obvious
everyone involved is having a
great time, and it carries over
into thefr work.
The
entire
project
is
irreverent and bold, always
managing to deliver what
other films would never dare
to attempt. "Grindhouse" is
cheesy and silly but contains so
much joyful violence that fans
have no choice but to just give
in and enjoy the ride.

Student Special
1.

4 Months of Summer Storage in our 5x 10

2.

Box Bundle (6 Small, 2 Medium, 1 Large, I R oll of
Tape & 1 Loc k)

3.

FREE Pick-Up and Delivery!

All for ONLY $190.00!
*Package also available in Climate Control for ONLY $230.00

1060 King George Blvd

912-925-2224
-or-

www.stockadestorage.com

782 King George Blvd

912-925-2003

2 Convenient Locations To Serve You!
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appointment and have their
work looked over, she said.
However, some consolidation
of the Writing Centers services
will occur during the transition
from Gamble Hall to Lane
Library. The center will no
longer offer printing services

and will have fewer computers
to use.
But, because the Writing
Center will be located in the
library, students will be able
to use the library's computers
and printers. And, because
of library policy, the Writing
Center will no longer.be able to
offer coffee.
Reese said that there 'are

advantages to moving to the
library. All of the resource
materials in the library will
be on hand to use while in
the Writing Center. Also, the
library is a more centralized
and accessible " location for
many students.
Both students and faculty
have expressed they would
prefer the Writing Center

10 remain in tne nui ai y
permanently. However, Reese
said there is not enough space.
She believes that Armstrong
should provide a centralized
academic resource center on
campus, which could house
the Writing Center, Math Lab,
a reading room and language
labs so students could go to one
place instead of all over campus

to receive help with all of their
work.
When
renovations
are
completed,
the
Writing
Center anticipates getting new
computers and printers.
"We are looking forward to
moving back into Gamble 109
in Fall 2013, but the space is
small and worn out," Reese
said.

The Writing Center's hours are 9
a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through
Thureday and 9 a.m. to noon Fridays
and Saturdays.
Tentative summer hours are 9 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Monday and Thursday,
9a.m. to 5 pm.Tuesday and
Wednesday, and 9 a.m. to noon on
Fridays, but these hou5 may be
adjusted based on student usage.

Your mother doesn't
work here.
Don*t worry, our doctors and medical staff
are the next-best thing.

Savannah Tire Brake and Alignment
Centers is off#ring a discount to
ail AASU students, employees end
faculty. Visit us at any of our 8

convenient locations to receive a
5% discount off any purchase!
The Abtrcem store is conveniently
located 1,5 miles from the AASU
campus, and Savannah Tire offers
FRii shuttle service,

www.savannahtire.com ^

11164 Abercorn Expressway • Savannah, Ga
(912)925-8299
Hon. - Fri. 7:30 a.m. to 6;QQ p.m; Sat 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.ro

SAVANNAH
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No matter what's wrong,
let us take good care of you.
"StjosephsfCandler
Immediate Care
Savannah - Mrdrown

Wafk-ira always welcome!

SERVINGTHE LOW COUNTRY &XQASTALEHP1RE SINCE 1951

YOUR COMPLETE CAR CARE AUTHORITY
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Headed
home for
Keep your stuff safe
with us while you're away!
Morningstar of Savannah
12315 Largo Drive
Savannah, GA 31419
(912)927-3043
savannah@morningstarstorage.com

,
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www.mornin

Fl morningstar
1J mini-storage
Offer Good with This Coupon

